
Vision User Guide 
 

 
Congratulations on purchasing Vision, the fastest and most visual training tool on the 
market. This user guide will introduce you to Vision's key features. If you have any 
questions feel free to post in the Vision Support channel, email support@runitonce.com or 
join the Vision Discord channel. 
 
Configuring the Board 
Board configuration with Visions is simple and fast. As soon as you understand the 
semantics of the elements you will be able to find the situation you need within seconds. 
 

  

Configuration Panel 

Players icon: Toggle between 6-Max and HU, if 
you have a subscription to both. 
Refresh icon:  Reset the currently chosen board, 
allowing you to easily compare similar spots. 
Clicking the board has the same effect. 
Help icon: View the Vision User Guide 
Gear icon: View and edit your saved settings. 
 
Toggle Switches 

Stack: Choose the effective stack size. 
Depending on your subscription you can filter 
for 50bb, 100bb or both stack depths.  
Type: Choose Single Raised Pot (SRP) or 3-bet 
Pot (3bP). 
PFA: Set whether the Preflop Aggressor is sitting 
in position (IP) or out of position.  
Suits: Define whether the board is single suited 
(ss) or rainbow (ss). Monotone boards can be 
selected at the bottom left. 
 
List of Boards 
Here you can select your exact board.  Click a 
board category to view all available flops in that 
category, or click a card value to filter by flop 
high card.  For example, T98 can be quickly 
accessed by clicking the T under the Straight 
column. 
 



Main Panel 
The main panel shows you a $1/$2 table with the situation you just configured, including 
the flop, effective stack size, whether the pot is single raised or 3-Bet, and the positions 
involved in the hand. The pre-flop aggressor is indicated by the PFA label, and the active 
player is shown in red. 
 

 
 
Below the board, there are the buttons that you can use to navigate through the flop, both 
forward and backward. At the bottom of the screen, you can see the graph representing 
the frequency of the respective line. In the above example, the CO bets this flop 37% of the 
time, and checks to BN 63% of the time.  You can copy either range to your clipboard in 
ProPokerTools format by clicking on the associated percentage.  Note that clicking on any 
board card has the same impact as clicking the Refresh icon. 



Switch Ace Suit Button 

 
On unpaired A-high suited boards, you’ll see this button in the upper-right corner 
of the main panel. By clicking on it you can switch the suits of these types of 
boards. 
 

Change Positions Buttons 

 
You can change the position of the original raiser by clicking the chair icon, 
and switch to blind versus blind by clicking the B icon. 
 

Practice Button 

Click the clipboard icon to have Vision quiz you with randomly assigned hands. 
We’ll discuss Practice Mode in more detail later in this guide. 

 
Analyze Panel 
The Analyze panel, which contains the Situation and Overview tabs, activates as soon as 
you select a board from the list. 
 

 

The Situation Tab 
The situation tab houses all information 
pertaining to the currently selected board 
and action.  Vision bulks together hand 
categories of similar EV that you are able to 
filter down to your needs, instead of listing 
all permutations of possible hands you can 
have in a respective spot.  Vision utilizes 
ProPokerTools syntax. 
 
Show Values Icon 
Click this icon to display action frequency 
values on each hand type’s range graph. 
 
Show Hand Frequency 
Click this icon to display the percentage of 
time you have each hand type in this spot. 
 
Hand Filter  
Here you can filter for 0 to 4 cards, as well 
as ranges of hands separated by a comma. 
“AJT8, KK, QT”, “KQJT” or even “AA”  or “K” 
are all valid searches. 



Exclude Cards 
Here you can filter out cards or hands that you want to have excluded. This is the best way 
to filter out straight draws or pairs, for example. 
 
Suit Filter 
In Vision, you search for hand categories instead of single hands. This enables you to 
quickly see and learn how different suits influence the best play. For this reason, you don’t 
enter suit names in the filters, only the cards you want to include or exclude.  The rest is 
done by Vision, which bulks together all suits of similar significance and shows you the 
differences in the preferred play. 
 
Suited Flops 

 

Here you can select the number of cards in your hand range of each 
suit. There are two important suits on two suit flops, where one (red) 
is more important than the other. The other two suits (green and blue) 
are not displayed since they add nothing of value to the analysis of the 
hand.   

Rainbow Flops 

 

For rainbow boards, the most important information used to 
categorize hands is the number of backdoor flush draws. Select the 
number of BDFDs in your hand range. 

Monotone Flops 

 

On monotone boards, the only relevant suit is the suit on the board. 
Since all the other suits are equal you can only filter for the number 
of suits that are on the board. 

Auto-Refresh Filters  
Within your settings (gear icon) there are several options to customize the behavior of the 
search filters.  Your optimal settings strongly depend on the way you want to use Vision. 
For mobile, it is recommended to disable the auto search function because of the virtual 
keyboard. When you are mainly looking up the best play for your holding it’s best to set it 
to 4. For deeper analysis, the Always option can come in handy. 
 



 

The Hand Graph 
The hand graph gives you guidance about how to play 
the hand or range you entered in the filter section. It 
consists of the hand in PPT syntax followed by the 
percentage of how much of your entire range in this 
situation is consisting of exactly this hand or range.  
 
Next is instruction on how to play that hand in terms 
of frequencies. In this example, you should check 30% 
of the time and bet ¾ pot 70% of the time. 
Underneath the graph specific hand categories and 
how to play them are listed. 

Note that clicking on any action in the hand graph (30% check or 70% bet in this case) will 
sort the results by that specific line. 
 
Suits of Categories on Rainbow Boards 
As you become more familiar with Vision, you will notice that for rainbow textures not all 
the different suits are visibly represented.  For the sake of faster lookup there is a fixed 
pattern for displaying rainbow categories: 
 
Red Cards/Hearts:  Represent backdoor nut flush draws or the second of two 

backdoor flush draws 
Black Cards/Spades:  Represent nut flush blockers or the second of two backdoor 

nut flush draws 
Green Cards/Clubs:  Represent non-nut backdoor flush draws 
 
Keep in mind that while internally all the different suits for each category are taken into 
consideration, the chosen suits for the categories are exclusively visual aids. If you are 
unsure what draw is represented check the Category View Buttons at the top right of the 
Analyze tab. 
 
EV Hierarchy of Hand Categories 
 
Suited Boards 

  Nut Flush Draw + Backdoor Nut Flush Draw 

  Nut Flush Draw + Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Nut Flush Draw 

  Nut Flush Draw with Three or more Suits 

  Flush Draw + Backdoor Nut Flush Draw 



  Flush Draw + Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Flush Draw 

  Flush Draw with Three or more Suits 

  Nut Flush Blocker + Backdoor Nut Flush Draw 

  Nut Flush Blocker + Backdoor Nut Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Nut Flush Blocker + Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Nut Flush Blocker + Backdoor Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Nut Flush Blocker 

  Flush Blocker + Backdoor Nut Flush Draw 

  Flush Blocker + Backdoor Nut Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Flush Blocker + Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Flush Blocker + Backdoor Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Flush Blocker 

  Backdoor Nut Flush Draw 

  Backdoor Nut Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Backdoor Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Nothing 

 
Rainbow Boards (green cards are always non-nuts) 

  Two Backdoor Nut Flush Draws 

  Backdoor Nut Flush Draw + Backdoor Flush Draw 

  2 Backdoor Flush Draws 

  Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Backdoor Nut Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Backdoor Flush Draw 

  Backdoor Flush Draw with 3 or more Suits 

  Nothing 



Monotone Boards 

  Nut Flush 

  Nut Flush with 3 or more Suits 

  High Flush (2nd or 3rd Nut Flush) 

  High Flush (2nd or 3rd Nut Flush) with Three or more Suits 

  Low Flush (4th Nut Flush or Lower) 

  Low Flush (4th Nut Flush or Lower) with Three or more Suits 

  Nut Flush Blocker 

  High Flush (2nd or 3rd Nut Flush) Blocker 

  Low Flush (4th Nut Flush or Lower) Blocker 

  Nothing 

 

Hand Sub Categories 

 

You can drill down on a hand category by 
clicking on it. 
 
If applicable, sub-categories will open up (as 
seen at left). This helps you to figure out 
more precisely which additional, more 
granular “side-components” steer your 
decision in either direction.  Clicking on a 
hand closes the sub-category.  Note the “B” 
card represents any broadway card, Ten 
through King. 
 
Going one level deeper shows the actual 
hands which make up a sub-category.  Here 
you can see how every single hand of the 
respective category is played. This is the 
deepest level you can go with your analysis 
and therefore could lead to some confusion 
for users given the way a solver constructs its 
exact strategy.  
 
To keep things more manageable for you 
only the first 100 hands of each category are 
loaded, but you can click “Load more” to view 
additional hands.   



The Overview Tab 
The Overview tab shows you a list of all the different boards possible for a specified 
situation along with an action graph. This section will explain the information displayed and 
how to make use of it.  

 

Show Values Icon 
Click this icon to display action frequency 
values on each board’s range graph. 
 
Magnifying Glass Icon 
Click the magnifying glass icon in the 
upper right corner to jump to the board 
currently shown in the Main View. 
 
Board Filter  
Here you can filter the boards shown by 
inputting the board’s high card.  Inputting 
“A,T,” will show A high and T high boards. 
 
Suits Filter 
Show only rainbow or suited boards.  
 
Sort by Filter 
Sort the list by high card, which helps you 
to identify what side cards increase or 
decrease your frequencies, or by highest 
to the lowest frequency. 
 
Exclude Cards 
Use this option to not show certain 
boards. For example, inputting A would 
display all non-A-high boards. 
 

Overview Graph  
The overview graph displays the average frequencies of all the listed boards given the 
current situation. In this case, CO checks to BN 80% of the time on unpaired flops in single 
raised pots. 
 
Board List 
The list of boards shows you all the possible boards within Vision for the situation you 
chose, ranked by aggressive action (bet ¾ pot in this case) frequency.  Clicking on a board 
will load it in the Main View. The Board List is useful to detect boards that have similar 
frequencies as well as seeing the highest and lowest frequency boards in a given spot. 



Practice Mode 

As mentioned, you can practice a specific situation you are currently analyzing in 
Learn mode by clicking the clipboard icon at the top right of the Main View panel. 

 

 

The Practice Tab 
You can also use the Practice tab to set up any 
spot you like and have Vision quiz you with 
randomly selected situations that fit the criteria 
you specified.  Note, you may click on any heading 
to select all or none under that heading.  Clicking 
“Turn”, for instance, will deselect all Turn actions 
and deal you only flop spots.   
 
If you’d like to specify what hand you made 
postflop you may do so under the Hands tab. 
 
Once you have set up your spot click Generate at 
the bottom of the panel to begin your quiz. 
 
Additionally, checking the Frequencies box will 
deal you a spot and provide you with a graph with 
draggable handles which you can position to 
estimate what percentage of the time you should 
take certain actions.  
 
The Custom radio button allows you to setup your 
own spots by utilizing your own PPT ranges.  First, 
specify which players are involved, their stack 
sizes, and actions by clicking on the positions 
surrounding the table.  Next, enter the pot size, 
board, and potential actions for the player in 
question on the left side panel, and paste in the 
associated PPT ranges.  Your custom spot will 
appear in the Main View panel and you can utilize 
all of Vision’s features to analyze it. 
 

AutoHotKey Export to MonkerSolver 
Rivers (and turns for hands involving UTG) will be added to Vision at a later date.  Until then 
you can quickly set up any river spot in MonkerSolver (street, pot size, stack sizes, ranges, 
board cards) via an .ahk file.  Take any hand to the river to access this feature. 


